Move Data Nearly Anywhere
with Sierra Connect

Imagine the business value of synchronizing every
workflow in your enterprise with shared data
Sierra Connect allows users to create workflows that collaborate on data between
applications. Moving source data through a secure cloud via the Azure framework,
Sierra Connect makes your data available for other systems to utilize seamlessly.
Sierra Connect is easy-to-launch, and application-agnostic. Sierra Systems, an NTT
DATA Company, can train your IT team to use the Microsoft Azure platform to
synchronize source data from any application of their choosing to any connected
application.

Sierra Connect
Sierra Connect sits outside
your applications and does not
touch any source code. By only
targeting data points, Sierra
Connect insulates your workflows
from application updates or
modifications.

Case Study: Connect Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM
Two of the most powerful tools in the Microsoft cloud can now be integrated to
allow end-to-end commerce. Sierra Connect’s “light touch” interface collects and
shares data sources between AX and CRM systems.
New on-premise Microsoft Dynamics workflows connect AX and CRM customer
information with sale data to create an automated prospect-to-sale-to-shipping
workflow, layering cloud technology with on-premise security.
As powerful as AX-CRM integration is, Sierra Connect’s strength is its ability to
replicate enterprise data through into additional applications via new workflows.
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Design & Build
the Most Efficient
Workflow You Can
Initially designed to
integrate Microsoft
Dynamics AX & CRM, Sierra
Connect is an Azure-based
framework lets you move
source data between
platforms, using minimal
coding to share it with any
other online or hybridconnected system.
Sierra Connect allows your
team to design workflows
by moving data between
connected applications.

Design Enterprise Workflows with Sierra Connect
Sierra Connect creates a pool of enterprise data, for a do-it-yourself data
source-to-data source solution that can be configured to synchronize the
applications your teams need to create their workflows.
The data is moved using Microsoft’s Azure standards for security and
pretested integrations. Sierra Connect uses these standards to let your
team pick from many connection data points, and feed it into almost
all standard Microsoft applications, often with bi-directional workflow
capability.

Connect To Any Data Source
Oracle to Microsoft SQL

• Drastically cut integration
time on migration projects
with standard baseline data

Inventory to Warehouse

• Popular and custom
applications can be integrated
for automated notifications

The Power of Sierra Connect
• Unified: Centralize integrations
into one platform.
• Simple: Make the source and
target systems agnostic to the
data being integrated. No custom
code needed!
• Expandable: Use the ever
growing out-of-the-box platform
and integration connections
provided by Microsoft
• Secure: Track delivery of data
packages with full error recovery
and retry
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Payroll to DropBox

• Reviews and reactions
can feed sales reports and
matched to client profiles

• Updates become available to
your team, clients or suppliers

Project Management to ERP to Finance to Project Management

• Modify budgets and update expectations based on the exact
tracking of project tasks to burn-down schedules

Modify How Everyone Does Business
At the heart of Sierra Systems’ services is our optimization of business
workflows that work hand-in-hand with new technologies, helping clients
adopt the new workflows into their enterprise. We can help you design
and implement the business value your organization has been waiting for.

Accelerating Businesses’ IT
Sierra Systems’ 50+ years of deep
expertise in targeted industries has
built our reputation of delivering
superior solutions that strengthen
organizations’ performance.
Contact us to learn more about
our award-winning and innovative
solutions:
contact@sierrasystems.com
1.877.688.1371
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